
Here you can see how your business can become part of 
the appeal. For the TV show itself, DR – based on a concrete 
editorial assessment – select editorial contributions about 

donations to Danmarks Indsamling. Large donations are 
typically interesting to highlight. This could be in the form 
of a preproduced TV spot with the donor or a representative 

from the company, who is invited to participate in the show. 
The editors may also consider showing features from a visit 
to one of the projects or other form of editorial mentions.

EXAMPLES OF HOW THE MONEY CAN HELP: 

L I L LE  LAND, STORT HJERTE

BØRN PÅ FLUGT HAR BRUG FOR HJÆLP

From DKK 10,000: Crawl with name and size of 
contribution.

Email signature: Let your employees show that the 
company support Danmarks Indsamling.

WE SUPPORT

BØRN PÅ FLUGT HAR BRUG FOR HJÆLP

From DKK 50,000: Crawl with logo, name and size of 
contribution.

From DKK 100,000: Participation in a joint logo ad in Børsen.

From DKK 250,000: Marketing e.g. as a show-spot. 
(Example from 2017)

DANSK ERHVERVSLIV STYRKER VERDENS PIGER

Danske virksomheder har sammen med DR, 
Danmarks 12 største humanitære organisationer

og resten af Danmark samlet ind til verdens udsatte piger. 
Tusinde tak for jeres bidrag. Sammen skaber vi muligheder og håb.

VI ARBEJDER FOR AT NÅ FNs VERDENSMÅL.  1.  AFSKAF FATTIGDOM  2. STOP SULT  3. SUNDHED OG TRIVSEL  4. KVALITETSUDDANNELSE  5. LIGESTILLING MELLEM KØNNENE  6. RENT VAND OG SANITET

AALBORG
KARNEVAL

THE DANISH BUSINESS COMMUNITY SUPPORTS DANMARKS INDSAMLING SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 1ST ON DR1

DANSK ERHVERVSLIV STYRKER VERDENS PIGER
Skal jeres virksomhed også nå at være med?

Ring 70 10 52 52 i morgen aften fra kl. 19 og giv jeres bidrag.

AALBORG
KARNEVAL

VI ARBEJDER FOR AT NÅ FNs VERDENSMÅL.  1.  AFSKAF FATTIGDOM  2. STOP SULT  3. SUNDHED OG TRIVSEL  4. KVALITETSUDDANNELSE  5. LIGESTILLING MELLEM KØNNENE  6. RENT VAND OG SANITET

 DKK 50.000-99.999 DKK 100.000-249.999 DKK 250.000-499.999 At least DKK 500.000

Travel with Danmarks Indsamling to one of the projects in Africa, Latin America 
or Asia and witness how your money makes a difference.

TV show spots: DR’s editors assess how the specific donations are presented in 
the show. Large donations are typically interesting to highlight. This could be in 
the form of a preproduced TV spot with the donor or a representative from the 
company, who is invited to participate in the show.

SoMe: Photos and template texts for the company's SoMe channels.

Mention in the show: DR’s editors assess how donations are presented in the TV-
show.

Tickets: Join the show backstage with other people from the Danish business 
community and get a unique glimpse behind the scenes while DR conducts the live 
show.

Advertisement in Børsen: Get your company logo to appear in joint newspaper 
ads for Danmarks Indsamling.

DR Teletext: Get your company logo and the size of your contribution to appear on 
DR Teletext.

Crawl: Get your company logo and the size of your contribution to appear on the 
crawl on the TV-screen during the show.

Communication package: Using core story, press release, email signature, images, 
texts, templates etc. Everything is ready to download from Danmarks Indsamling’s 
website.

WWW: Credit of the company on Danmarks Indsamling’s website. E-mail signa-
ture: Let the employees show that your company supports Danmarks Indsamling.

DKK 50,000
Dansk Folkehjælp 

can help reunite 300 
children with their 
families in Somalia.

DKK 100,000
CARE can help 600 

farmers in Myanmar 
improve their harvest 

through climate-smart 
agriculture.

DKK 250,000
UNICEF can provide 
six-month’s worth 

of clean drinking water 
to 1500 refugee families 

in Bangladesh. 

DKK 500,000
Læger uden Grænser 

can treat 250,000 
children aged 2-6 years 

against malaria in 
South Sudan.
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